On 13 December 2019 the last part of the service that used the old athensams.net domain was updated to use openathens.net instead. This was done for many reasons, including:

- Consistency
- Ease of support, development, and global distribution

The only effect you may have seen to the operation of the service is if you were still had links to the proxy service on your pages (or in your bookmarks) that used that domain - for example:

https://login.proxy.athensams.net/login?qurl=<target>

Those links will have stopped working.

Should you have any of these links, there are two options.

1. update them to use this form: https://proxy.openathens.net/login?qurl=<target>

2. use redirector links instead as they were (and will remain) unaffected by this kind of change.

Our service desk or your support partner will be happy to help.